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 Introduction

Manufactured Home Communities are Important!
 � They are an important source of affordable housing with more than 50,000 in the United States.
 � They are home to about 10 million Americans.
 � They are real communities filled with families, seniors, and others with low and moderate incomes.
 � Manufactured homes make up two thirds of new affordable housing.
 � Manufactured homes now provide similar quality to stick-built homes at half the cost.

Mission
MHOAA is a national organization dedicated to the protection of the rights of all people living in 
manufactured housing in the United States. We strive for the enactment of legislation to improve the quality 
of life for those who own the land on which their homes are situated and those who might be living in rental 
communities. We also monitor regulatory agencies, e.g. HUD, as well as state agencies in an attempt at 
assuring that statutes which exist as well as those planned will be tailored for the benefit of home owners, 
owners, and renters of manufactured housing.

Programs
MHOAA was founded and exists for the purpose of:

 � Insuring the constitutional and human rights of manufactured home owners in the United States.

 � Making manufactured housing the housing of choice, not necessity. 

 � Dispelling, through education, the myths and misconceptions held by the public, the media and 
government officials about manufactured housing and its owners or home owners.

 � Educating manufactured home owners, prospective home owners about national and state issues of 
concern.

 � Developing programs and services needed by and of value to manufactured home owners or 
prospective home owners.

 � Supporting passage, at the national and state levels, of laws to protect and enhance the rights of 
manufactured home owners.

 � Monitoring state and federal agencies to ensure their enforcement of existing laws designed to 
protect manufactured home owners.

 � Improving communications between the manufactured housing industry, HUD, SAA and others with 
interests in manufactured home living.

 � Assisting states in establishing state home owner organizations to aid, guide and advise their state 
home owner home owners.

 � Providing guidance to state manufactured home owner organizations relative to individual state 
statutes and how individual states confront problems relating to manufactured home owners.

 � Insuring the equitable treatment of all manufactured home owners in the United States by assisting in 
securing appropriate legal advice and/or legal action when such action is of national significance.

 � Empowering manufactured home owners toward con-trolling their own destinies by promoting the 
idea and assisting in the development of home owner owned communities when it is financially and 
physically feasible.

 � Guaranteeing the treatment of manufactured home owners equal to and no different from 
conventional home owners in the united States.

 � Supporting and further promoting manufactured home owners’ rights under the Federal Fair Housing Act.
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Introduction to Home Owner Associations
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Home owners of any manufactured home park can join together with their neighbors to form a 
home owner association (also known as a homeowner association or HOA). The concept is simple: 
there is great strength in numbers. Home owner associations give structure and legitimacy to any 
group of neighbors who want to organize to protect and improve their community. 

What is a Home Owner Association?
A home owner association is a formal group of neighbors who come together and form an 
organization to act on their shared values and vision for the community. Three things are needed 
to make change in any community: a vision, a base of people who believe in that vision, and a 
vehicle to organize the base. Home owner associations are a vehicle manufactured homeowners 
can use to organize a base and promote their vision.

Characteristics of Home Owner Associations:
 � Participatory: everyone in the community is encouraged to get involved

 � Represents a majority: at least 51% of the households in the community are members of 
the association

 � Democratic: every member has a vote and a voice in decision making

 � Community-Led: the leaders of the association are from the community and elected by 
the members

 � Mission Driven: the association has a written mission statement that describes its 
purpose 

 � Structured: there is a formal structure created by the membership, called bylaws, 
mapping out instructions for how decisions get made and how leadership roles are 
filled

Examples of What Home Owner Associations Can Do:
 � Negotiate with a park-lord or manager to resolve community issues

 � Pass legislation on the local or state level to protect homeowners

 � Develop a neighborhood watch

 � Host a park-wide cleanup day

 � Purchase the park as a co-op, land trust, or non-profit 

 � Have a regular newsletter to communicate to homeowners

 � Establish a welcome committee for new home owners

 � Participate in broader coalitions (affordable housing, racial justice, etc.)

 � Organize voter turnout for elections

 � Hold accountability sessions with public officials

 � Host community celebrations and social events

 � Organize against park closings

 � Organize for relocation compensation
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Introduction to Home Owner Associations

Benefits of a Home Owner Association:
 � Important decision makers such as politicians, police, park management are more likely to 

listen to an organized group of home owners than individuals

 � It makes your community visible

 � A home owner association can be a place where neighbors exchange information and 
ideas about how to respond to issues in the park

 � If home owners in the park want to take legal action the home owner association can be 
the plaintiff instead of individual home owners

 � A home owner association gives people a place to voice their concerns where they can 
be heard without fear of retaliation

 � A home owner association can build a sense of community in the park as people get to 
know each other
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Running An Effective Meeting

Over the course of your work you will inevitably be involved in a number of meetings. These include 
home owner association membership meetings, public meetings (city council, legislative committees, 
etc.) and coalition meetings. Meetings are the lifeblood of an organizing campaign. Meetings 
should serve as the main tactic for communicating directly with your base. It is at meetings that 
major decisions are made and crucial information revealed. Holding regular meetings is key to 
building momentum.  Knowing how to run an effective meeting is necessary for success.

The Problem with Meetings
Think about all the meetings you have attended in your life: school meetings, family meetings, work 
related meetings, church meetings, and community involvement meetings. That’s a lot of meetings! 
Most of your neighbors have probably been to a similar number of meetings.

Think of some of the worst meetings you have attended. What made them so bad? Where they 
unorganized? Boring? Did they seem to go on and on without accomplishing anything? Maybe 
there were insurmountable differences between people at the meeting. Maybe there were people 
who monopolized the meeting and did all the talking. Maybe people got side tracked and talked 
endlessly about issues that weren’t related to the meeting.

This isn’t to depress you. These are some ideas of things to avoid when you are organizing meetings 
for your community. If your meetings are boring, unorganized, and a place where only a few 
people do all the talking, then people aren’t going to come. 

Steps to Pulling Off an Effective Meeting

STEP 1: Personal Reflection
You never want to have a meeting just for the sake of having a meeting. Before calling a meeting, 
take some time to think about what you want to accomplish. What should the meeting look like? 
Who should be there? What needs to happen for the meeting to be successful?

STEP 2: The Pre-Meeting
Planning the meeting ahead of time will greatly increase it’s likelihood of success. It’s well worth 
the time to have a “pre-meeting” with your leaders. At the pre-meeting, brainstorm goals and think 
about the actions necessary to achieve them. At the pre-meeting you should also decide:

 � The date, time and location of the meeting

 � The agenda

 � The ground rules

 � Who’s invited to the meeting

 � Roles for the meeting:

 � Facilitator

 � Topic presenters

 � Timekeeper

 � Note-taker

 � Ground rule enforcer

 � Greeter and sign in table attendant

 � Plants: people in the audience who are told to make a specific question or comment 
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Running An Effective Meeting

 � Who will play these roles

 � How the room will be set up

 � The outreach strategy to get people to turnout

When discussing who should be invited, you should also consider the possibility of uninvited guests 
showing up at your meeting. Make sure you have a plan in place for how to handle this. If an 
adversary shows up and you are not sure what to do, we recommend putting it to a vote. Whether 
they decide to have the person stay or leave, you are respecting the will of the majority. Hopefully 
the person in question will respect that too. 

STEP 3: The Meeting
Meetings are likely to be effective when they:

 � Start and end on time

 � Have a printed agenda 

 � Have ground rules

 � Provide opportunities for everyone to participate

 � Create tension

 � Address a problem that people care about

 � Present a solution to the problem that requires everyone’s participation

The agenda is a tool to ensure the meeting stays focused, on schedule, and is run in an organized 
manner. It should include:

 � The date and location of the meeting (for future record)

 � Ground rules 

 � The major points that will be discussed

 � Time allotments for each agenda item

Ground rules are a means of enforcing the will of the majority at a meeting. They are the basic 
code of conduct. 

Examples of ground rules are: 

 � Stay on Agenda.

 � One person at a time. 

 � No interrupting. 

 � Give everyone a chance to speak. 

 � Respect each other 

 � Turn off cell phones 

At the start of the meeting present your ideas for ground rule and ask for feedback. Then ask 
everyone to approve the ground rules by a show of hands. That way if someone gets out of line, it 
is easier to enforce the ground rules if everyone has agreed to them ahead of time.
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Running An Effective Meeting

Tension is an important element of a good meeting. Tension arises when people are confronted with 
an unjust situation and challenged to make commitments to do something about it. Unless you’re 
organizing a meeting about a bake sale, there should be tension in the room. There is nothing 
warm and fuzzy about causing social change given the forces we are up against.

It is only with the continued involvement of your base that things will change. You want to give 
people hope, but not put them at ease. If people leave your meeting feeling totally at ease, then the 
problem is resolved in their mind, and there will be no reason to stay involved. When the problem 
comes back again because nothing changed, they will blame you for giving them a false sense of 
security. Therefore, it is a mistake to try to avoid conflict in a meeting. Instead you should identify 
conflict that exists and use that conflict towards positive ends.  

Look for ways to ensure that everyone participates. There are several ways of doing this. 

 � Introductions- have everyone say their name and how long they have lived in the park. 
Also try to think of one good question to have everyone answer. For example: What’s one 
thing you like about living in the park? Why did you come to this meeting? What’s one 
thing you would like to change about the park?

 � Ask people how they feel. When discussing topics that bring new information to light it’s 
important to get home owners’ reactions. Ask people in one word how they feel about 
what they just heard.

 � Ask people “Why?” Once you know how people feel about a situation or problem, it’s 
important to get their sense of why it is happening. This will get your audience heated up 
and ready to tackle solutions.

 � Group brainstorming is a great way to generate ideas, foster participation, and identify 
new leaders. Brainstorm topics can include: What do you want to change in the park? 
How should the association respond? Write all of the ideas down on a wipe board, 
chalkboard or large sheet of paper that everyone can see.

 � “Dotmocracy” is the perfect follow up to a brainstorm. Usually you will have a ton of ideas 
written down. Give people 3 to 5 small sticky dots (you can buy them at an office store, 
they’re pretty cheap) and have them vote for their favorite ideas. 

STEP 4: Evaluation
You must evaluate every meeting you do. In order for people to keep coming back you want to 
know how they felt about the meeting. Here are three different ways of evaluating a meeting. We 
recommend all of them:

 � BEFORE THE END OF THE MEETING: “In one word, how do you feel?” Even if after 
you did this at some point earlier in the meeting. A quick check in at the end of the 
meeting with everyone there will tell you a lot about how the meeting went. This will 
also help you plan the next steps. 

 �  AFTER THE MEETING ADJOURNS: pull together a group of people to do a more 
detailed evaluation right on the spot. This can include everyone at the pre-meeting, 
people who spoke out during the meeting, and anyone else who wants to be a part of 
evaluating the meeting. Go around the circle and ask people one thing that they though 
went well. Then ask them one thing that didn’t go well or that could be better next time. 
Looking at both lists, brainstorm what the next steps are coming out of this meeting.

 � A COUPLE DAYS AFTER THE MEETING: schedule some one-on-ones with people who 
made an impression on you at the meeting as having leadership potential. In the one-
on-one ask them how they felt about the meeting and identify ways that they can work 
on next steps.
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The Art of Flyer-Making

Making a flyer seems simple, but creating one that will stand out among all of the advertisements 
and demands on your neighbors’ time is an art. These days we are constantly being baited to 
spend our time and money. Not only are we bombarded with advertisements on TV, the radio, 
billboards and cereal boxes, we also have friends, family and hobbies competing for our attention. 
All of us have developed fine-tuned defenses to these solicitations and your flyer will have to get 
past them. How? Here are some simple tips that work:

Purpose 
Before you hit “print” and 1,000 copies start spitting out of the machine, wait! Did you ask yourself 
why you were doing this? It’s always important to think these things through. What outcomes do 
you want as a result of this flyer? Do you want people to call you? Do you want them to come to a 
meeting? Do you just want them to have information? Or do you want them to do something? Once 
you’ve identified the purpose of the flyer, read it over and make sure it accomplishes it. “Can I print 
now?” you ask. No, keep reading. 

Different Types of Flyers

Purpose Audience
What they get 
from it

What you get 
from it

Educational 
Outreach 
flyer

Informing people 
of something 
(their rights, 
threats to the 
park, your 
organization, etc). 
Identifying interest 
in these things.

New people. Information, 
somewhere to go 
with questions or 
concerns.

Learn what 
people care 
about. Develop 
new contacts.

Meeting flyer
Getting people 
to come to your 
meeting.

Whoever is 
invited.

Information about 
the meeting.

People at your 
meeting!

Update flyers

Updating 
people on key 
developments 
over the course of 
a campaign.

Your base. Knowing what’s 
going on, 
confidence in 
your organization.

Knowing that 
your base is 
aware of what’s 
going on and 
ready for action 
(without having to 
have a meeting). 

Action flyer

To compel people 
to do something 
(call an elected 
official, write a 
letter to the editor, 
sign a petition, 
etc.).

People who will 
likely participate 
in the action.

The satisfaction 
and 
empowerment of 
doing something 
about an issue 
they care about.

Having a 
successful 
action, building 
the power and 
leadership of your 
organization.
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The Art of Flyer-Making

Basic Information
Your fl yer has to include some basic information. Who is the fl yer from? Is it your home owner 
association, a statewide group, or just you? People rarely consider anonymous fl yers to be a 
credible source of information. After you identify who the fl yer is from you should also provide some 
basic contact information (phone number or e-mail) in case people have questions.

If the fl yer is for a meeting make sure you include the correct date, time and location of the meeting. 
This may seem horribly obvious, but it’s amazing how often people leave it out. If the location is 
unfamiliar to folks, consider either putting a map or directions on the fl yer.

Too Much Versus Too Little
It’s important not to try to do too much with one fl yer. How do feel about this?

Rainbow Paradise Valley Park Home owners:
Your Park Lord can only charge you $3.17 per day for late fees 

according to State Law 30137c subdivision F
Call 555-LAW-SUIT if your park lord in charging more 

and our organization will tell you what to do about it.
We will be having a meeting on Sunday, January 1st at 6:00 am 

at the Mobile Justice Amphitheater
We just met with the park lord and they said that they would continue 

to charge $3.18 for late fees.
$3.17 is too expensive; so we are trying to change the law make it $3.16 instead. 

Call Senator Prejudice and let him know that he needs to support 
Senate File 9145 or else you won’t vote for them next time around!!!

“Yikes, that was terrible!” I know, but it’s an example of what can happen if you are trying to do too 
much. This fl yer is educational, it advertises a meeting, it updates people about a meeting with the 
park lord and it tries to compel people to action. Now some of you might be thinking, “I would do 
all of those things! What’s wrong with putting it all on the fl yer?” You would do all of those things 
because you are a powerful leader for mobile justice and fi ghting to reduce the late fee by $.01 
is clearly aligned with your self-interest. Not everybody in your community is there however, right? 
Otherwise why would you be reading this manual? The point is, if you give people too many things 
to do, they will probably get overwhelmed and do none of them.

Keep it Simple. It is important to have a simple fl yer. Most people skim a fl yer on fi rst look. They 
only read the rest of the fl yer if they think that it is interesting. You can maximize reading by keeping 
the information short and to the point. Another problem with too much information in the context of 
meeting fl yers is that sometimes the fl yer will tell people everything they need to know, and then they 
decide not to go to the meeting. Make sure your fl yer says what the meeting is about, but leave 
them wanting more so that they actually show up. 
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The Art of Flyer-Making

Feelings
Don’t do a boring flyer. No one wants to read a boring flyer. Think about people’s feelings in the 
community right now vs. how you want them to feel when they get the flyer. Are they indifferent 
and you want to make them angry? Or are they already mad and you want them to feel hopeful? 
Sometimes we get accused of using “scare tactics” when we do flyers about park closings. People 
have every reason to be scared about park closings. Scaring people for the sake of scaring them is 
wrong. But providing information that wakes people up to a grim reality in order to compel them to 
action is good. Just make sure that your information is accurate.

Think Visually
Part of not having a boring flyer means having it look nice. Make sure the layout is aesthetically 
pleasing and professional looking. Use pictures that capture the feelings you want to provoke. 
Highlight major information using bold, BIG LETTERS, underline, etc.

Use boxes and borders to separate information. If your association can afford it, go with colored 
paper. Pick a color that is warm and bright so that the letters and images stand out. 

Beware of Your Flyer Falling into the Wrong Hands
There is nothing you can do to keep a flyer from falling into the wrong hands. For that reason, make 
sure that you are prepared to defend everything that is in your flyer in terms of the it’s tone and 
accuracy. We take time to ensure that all of our flyers are accurate because, on more than one 
occasion legislators have received our flyers. In order to maintain strong relationships with your 
targets, always take the time to be accurate. 

Getting People Involved Through Action and Meeting Flyers
People will get involved when your flyer can get them to answer “yes” to three questions:

Q1: Is the meeting about an issue/problem that I care about?
If the issue your home owner association is working on is well-known and easy to explain then 
simply write it on the flyer. Example: “Our water is brown and disgusting.” If the issue is more 
complicated, make it as simple as possible by relating it to common values. Example: “We don’t 
have the same rights as other homeowners. This must change!”  If most of your neighbors don’t care 
about an issue, the home owner association should put it aside and work on something people do 
care about.

Q2: Is there a realistic solution to that issue/problem?
People don’t want to get involved in a group if all they do is complain. Most people get involved 
in a home owner association because they want something to change. Make sure your solution is 
specific and that there is a good possibility that it will work. Unrealistic solutions will discourage 
involvement. Example: It’s time to ask the mayor to enforce the city’s clean-water laws.

Q3: Do I have to get involved in order for the solution to work?
It is human nature; we all do it. If we know there is a problem and we also know that someone 
else is going to fix it for us, then we won’t get involved because our involvement is not required in 
order for the change to happen. It is important to let people know that there are specific things they 
can do and that the problem won’t be solved unless they do them. Example: Bring a cup of water 
from your house so we can demonstrate to the mayor that everyone is impacted by the park’s failing 
water system. Be clear and specific about what you want people to do.
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The Art of Flyer-Making

Can Your Flyer Pass This Test
This is a pass or fail test. Ask someone who knows nothing about your meeting to look at your flyer 
for 10 seconds. Take the flyer away and ask them to answer these questions. If they answer them 
correctly, you pass. If not, go back and edit your flyer so that all of the important information stands 
out.

 � Who is the flyer for? Who is it from?

 � What is the flyer asking you to do?

 � When is the meeting? Where is the meeting?

 � What will change if I get involved?
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Steps to Forming a Resident Association

Step 1: Identify Issues a Home Owner Association Can Address

What are park-wide concerns the association can work to resolve? Invite everyone to a park to a 
meeting where they can speak their minds about what they want to see changed in their community. 
Vote to fi nd out what issues unite the most people. 

Step 2: Get Support From a Majority of the Households in Each Park 

Get a team of volunteers together to go door-to-door and invite people to join the association by 
signing a membership petition. In the state of Minnesota, an association is offi cial when at least 
51% of the households join.  Check you state laws to see if there is a defi nition of a legal home 
owner association. Regardless, to avoid splinter groups and to be certain of park unity, 51% or 
more of households is a recommended percentage.

Step 3: Defi ne the Mission/Purpose of the Association

Work together to write a 2-3 sentence mission statement to let people know what the 
home owner association is about. 

Step 4: Decide on the Structure of the Association

Decide how many people you want on the association board, who is eligible to be a 
board member, and what board members will do.

Step 5: Hold Board Elections 

Decide who will be the leaders and representatives of the home owner association. 
Accept nominations and elect someone for each board position

Step 6: Approve By-laws 

The board’s fi rst job is to write the rules, or by-laws of the association. Bylaws map out the structure 
of the association and set a process for decision-making. After a draft of the by-laws is written, hold 
another meeting to have them approved by the membership.

Step 7: Celebrate!

Keep the energy high by celebrating. Some ideas: have a party, put up “we did it!” signs around 
the park, make t-shirts or stickers for association members, and recognize individual contributions.

Step 8: Win Real Victories for Your Community!

Do a community power analysis for each of the 3 priority issues. Do a community power analysis. 
Set a goal, meet with potential allies, negotiate, and win real changes for your community.
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The Difference Between a Problem and an Issue

Every year APAC receives hundreds of hotline calls from park home owners who have various 
problems. Door knock your community or attend a home owner meeting and you will likely hear 
about a lot of problems. Some of these problems have clear concrete solutions and others do not. 
Some problems are shared by many people in the community and others only pertain to one or two 
individuals. Your success in pushing forward positive changes in your park will rely on your ability 
to turn a problem into an issue. An issue is a solution to a problem. For example, a rent increase in 
your park is a problem, while fighting to get rent control is an issue.

Criteria for Picking Issues
When home owners first get organized they often have limited resources. It is impossible to deal 
with every problem that is of concern to someone in the neighborhood. You should instead focus on 
crafting issues and have specific criteria in determining how those issues are prioritized. 

The Issue Must be Winnable
The issue must have clearly defined goals that can be achieved in a limited period of time. If you 
go after issues that are not winnable, you will be wasting people’s time and leave them feeling 
powerless and frustrated.

The Issue Must be Consistent With Your Values 
Any issue the association addresses should be consistent with your mission and values. 

Park Home Owners Must Participate Democratically in Choosing the Issue
Park home owners as a whole should identify what issues they want to work on. If issues are chosen 
without consulting the home owners, it contradicts the purpose of being organized. If an issue is of 
little concern to people in the neighborhood, then few people will get involved. Even if you win the 
issue so what, people won’t care. 

The Issue Must Attract Active Support Sufficient to Win the Issue
It is only with the active involvement of a significant number of park home owners that you can have 
a big impact. Additionally, sufficient support helps prevent leader burnout.

The Issue Must Create a Sense of Unity Among Home Owners
You must work on issues that will bring the diverse constituencies of the neighborhood together, not 
tear them apart. This will help create a true sense of community and build your power.

The Issue Must Develop and Expand Your Leadership Base
Winning one issue alone will not solve all the problems of the neighborhood. You must always aim 
to cultivate new leaders to work on other issues.
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Mission Statements

Why does your home owner association exist? Who is it for? What is your charge? A mission 
statement can answer all of these questions. It might not seem important, but it is. Every organization 
has a mission statement that clearly maps out why the organization exists. The point of a mission 
statement is to let people know what your home owner association is about. Mission statements can 
also be a litmus test for future ideas that are brought to the association.

How to Write a Mission Statement:
A mission statement is a brief 2 to 3 sentence overview of your association. Every association 
member should be invited to participate in a discussion about the mission of the association. The 
following questions can guide the discussion: Whom does your association include and represent? 
What are the general goals of the association? Why does the association exist? What values does 
the association promote?

Coming up with a mission statement out of nowhere is hard, but it is perfectly fine to borrow ideas 
from other organizations. There are some examples of mission statements printed below. Find things 
you like about the sample mission statements and think about what these mission statements might 
be missing. Allow everyone to talk about what they’d like to see in the statement. Once you come 
up with something, vote on it, and approve it.

Sample Mission Statements:
Bonnevista Home Owners Association: Our goal as an association is to unite neighbors for the 
well-being of all people residing in Bonnevista Park, and to make this park a safe community for all 
who live and visit, here, now and in the future. 

Mission statement for the Skyline Village Home Owner Association: We, the members of the 
Skyline Village Home Owner Association, exist to protect and give a voice to all home owners of 
the park. The principal goal of the association is to encourage home owner participation in finding 
solutions that improve park conditions.

Dayton Park Home Owner Association Mission Statement: We, the members of the Dayton Park 
Home Owner Association, aspire to create a community in which equality, respect and friendship 
are fundamental values. We want to ensure that all home owners regardless of race, creed, 
nationality, or gender preference have a voice in our community. We have organized to improve 
the environment and conditions in our neighborhood.

What to do With a Mission Statement:
 � Share the mission statement with everyone in the park and use it as a way to get more 

people involved

 � Translate it into other languages so that everyone in the park can read it

 � Include the mission statement on letters and flyers

 � Read it out loud at the beginning of all park meetings

 � Require incoming board officers to work to uphold the mission

 � Go back and read the mission when people are not sure if an issue or idea is appropriate 
for the home owner association to work on
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10 Steps to Electing a Resident Association Board

1. Confirm Status of the Association 
Some states have specific definitions of what constitutes a home owner association. For 
example, Minnesota defines a home owner association as “an organization that has the 
written permission of the owners of at least 51 percent of the manufactured homes in the park 
to represent them, and which is organized for the purpose of resolving matters related to living 
conditions in the manufactured home park.” Before holding elections, confirm that you have 
met whatever requirements exist to form an association. If none exist, as a general rule it is 
best if the majority of households in your park have joined the association. 

2. Define the Mission of the Home Owner Association
The association should have a brief mission statement defining its purpose and values, so that it 
is clear to potential board candidates what the association is about.

3. Decide the Structure of the Board
Size: The board should have an odd number of people. Generally 5 or 7 people is a good 
size. If the board is too small, your officers may get burned out. If the board is too big, 
meetings may become unmanageable and hard to coordinate. 

Officers: Boards typically have a president, vice-president, secretary, and a treasurer (if the 
association wants to do fund raising). The other members are know as “at-large” members and 
share the same voting privileges as officers.  

4. Identify Potential Conflict of Interests
It is critical that in a home owner association, the issues affecting home owners be the main 
concern of its officers. There are numerous ways in which a conflict of interest may arise, 
and the membership will have to decide whether or not someone can be on the board. For 
example:

 � Park managers, owners, landlords, maintenance or people otherwise employed by the 
park

 � Immediate relatives of the park owner or management

 � People who own a home or homes in the park, but do not live in the park

 � Anyone else who doesn’t live in the park 

 � Anyone who benefits financially from the operations of the park or from closing the park 
due to a unique relationship with the park or developers

5. Determine Who can be on the Board 
Before nominations, the membership should clarify who can and cannot be on the association 
board. As a general rule, conflicts of interest are best avoided, and only members of the 
association can be members of the board. 

6. Nominations
Only home owner association members can nominated other for board positions. Members 
can also nominate themselves. Once a candidate has been nominated they should either 
decline or accept the nomination.
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10 Steps to Electing a Resident Association Board

7. Candidate Speeches
Candidates should give a brief speech (2 minutes) on why they want to be on the association 
board, what they hope to accomplish, and why they are the best person for the position. 

8. Voting 
Elections should begin for the highest office (president) and proceed down so that people can 
run for multiple positions if not elected. They should be done through secret ballot and only one 
person per household is allowed to vote. To win the election, a candidate must receive 51% 
of the vote. If no one receives 51% during the first round of voting then the top two candidates 
will hold a run-off election.

9. Vote Counting 
An objective party should count votes. Candidates for a particular position should not be 
involved in counting ballots for that position. Votes should be tallied and the results posted for 
all to see.

10. Acceptance Speech and Pledge
Each newly elected board member should give a 1-minute acceptance speech and promise to 
uphold the mission of the home owner association. 
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Board Positions

President
The president is responsible for working with the board to run the association. They preside 
at association board meetings and park wide meetings. They are usually the association’s 
spokesperson and a key contact with allies, targets, and media. The president must lead in a 
democratic manner and consult with the board and membership before taking actions or making 
major decisions.

Vice-President
 The vice-president will take over for the president in the event of absence or inability to perform 
normal duties, as well as succeed the presidency, should the president be removed or resign. The 
vice-president will assist the president in the performance of his or her duties.

Secretary
The secretary takes minutes of all board meetings and distributes them as needed by the board 
and membership. They also collect ballots at election times for the board and can facilitate the 
production of newsletters.

Treasurer
The treasurer will facilitate fund raising efforts and keep the board apprised of the association’s 
funding budget at each meeting. They also present an annual budget to the association at the 
annual meeting. If the association decides to require the membership to pay dues, the treasurer will 
collect them.

At-Large Members
At-large members along with the other officers vote on matters of importance to the association. 
They are responsible for outreach work and for recruiting support. They also represent the home 
owners’ interests at board meetings. 
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Recruiting Allies

Developing strong allies is one of the most important things a home owner association can do to 
build power and promote their vision. Allies are people or groups who support the home owner 
association’s work. 

What Allies Can Do for You

Support Examples

Moral Support
Attend association meetings, visit with families affected by 
the issue, host social events so association feels connected to 
larger community, show park home owners they are not alone

Financial & Resource Support
Host or donate to fund raisers for a specific association 
project, provide space, equipment, transportation, or day-care 
for association events 

Education & Research
Educate their base about your issue; give the association 
insight based on their experience with similar issues. Research 
the issue, or distribute surveys

Advocacy

Write letters of support or generate phone calls to target, 
speak at public meetings, meet with target, make supportive 
statements to the press, write open letters, speak publicly 
about the issue

Organizing

Collect signature for petition drives, foster leadership 
development by encouraging people in the community to 
become actively involved, organize or participate in building 
a coalition around the issue, organize or facilitate meetings, 
outreach, flyering, etc

Relationships Connecting the association with powerful organizations or 
leaders with which they have a relationship 

Mediation Between the association and the target or between the 
association and opponents 

What’s in it for Them? Inside the Mind of a Potential Ally
There are some questions people will want answered before they will say “yes” or “no” when you 
ask: “Will you support us?”

Potential Allies want to know:
 � What is the problem? (Do I agree that it really is a problem?)

 � Why should I care? (Does the problem impact me? What will I gain?)

 � What is the solution? (Do I agree with the solution? Is it possible? Is it worth the time?)

 � What do they want me to do? (What am I committing to? Can I do it? Do I want to?)
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Recruiting Allies

The key to recruiting an ally is to answer all of these questions and start building a relationship 
based on your common self-interest. It’s not enough to just prepare a persuasive speech. It’s best 
to let people talk themselves into becoming an ally during a one-to-one visit. There are a number 
of things a home owner association needs to do in order to prepare for a one-to-one visit with a 
potential ally. 

Steps to Recruiting Allies:

Step 1: Define your values
People who share the values of the home owner association are likely to be strong allies. What are 
the values underlying the work your home owner association has set out to do? Why are people in 
your community willing to spend time and energy on the goals of the association? The answers to 
these questions will help you figure out whom you might share a common self-interest with and who 
might be potential allies. 

Step 2: Community Power Analysis
Potential allies want to understand what you are trying to accomplish and how they fit into the big 
picture. The Community Power Analysis is a tool home owner associations can use to map out 
the big picture of any issue in the park. One important part of the analysis is to brainstorm a list of 
potential allies. When doing this its important to be creative. Recruit allies that have influence over 
your targets but that may not be directly tied to your issue. Remember to think about your values and 
who might feel the same. Be as specific as possible - names are better than titles.

Example Brainstorm of Allies:
 � Guiding Light Church
 � State Senator Johnson 

and Representative 
Smith

 � Mayor Holmes
 � Maggie Burns from 

the affordable housing 
coalition

 � Police Chief Marx
 � Our neighbors
 � Hormel plant, where 

many of us work 
 � the American Legion

 � Betty Ann from Legal 
Aid

 � Catholic Charities
 � The Immigrant Rights 

Coalition
 � American Civil Liberties 

Union
 � AARP
 � University of Wisconsin 

student group
 � the Bell Plain 

neighborhood group

 � Dave from the Alliance 
of Churches

 � SEIU, UFCW and other 
labor unions

 � the local newspaper: 
The Park Times

 � the pickle factory
 � the Sierra Club
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Recruiting Allies

Step 3: Brainstorm what allies can do
Once you have a list of allies, decide what you want each of them to do. Make sure to identify 
concrete things that can be done right away. Here are some ideas:

 � Write a letter of 
support

 � Speak out publicly at 
an upcoming press 
conference

 � Turnout members to an 
association event

 � Call your target and 
ask them to respond 
to the association’s 
demands

 � Attend a negotiation 
between association 
and a target

 � Call the media and 
ask them to cover an 
upcoming association 
event

 � Do research for you

 � Testify at the next city 
council/ legislative 
committee meetings

 � Present information/
answer questions at 
the next association 
meeting

 � Put up a sign in their 
yard or store

 � Announce an event 
in the church bulletin 
or at the next union 
meeting

 � Write a letter to the 
editor

 � Make an in-kind 
donation to the home 
owner association

 � Give their workers a 
day of paid vacation 
so they can go to 
capitol

Step 4: Set up and prepare for the meeting
Find out how to contact the people you want to get support from. It might be good to divide the list 
of allies among the leaders of the association. Call each potential ally and ask them to meet with 
you to talk about the home owner association and the issue you are facing. If the potential ally is 
a group of people, like the city council or an organization, perhaps start by meeting with just one 
person from the group.

Make a list of questions you want to ask the person you are meeting with. Remember that your 
goal is to find out about their self-interest and get them to tell you why it would serve their group to 
support your cause. Also remember that one of the questions should be a proposition for the person 
to do something.

Step 5: Meeting
Review your goals and questions before the meeting. Remember that the one-to-one is not only 
about getting the potential ally’s support for this issue, but to begin to build a relationship that could 
be beneficial in a future campaign. Be sure to reflect after the meeting and record any commitments 
you made. What valuable information did you learn? Even if the potentially ally declined your 
proposition, a new relationship was formed and new information was gained. If you did recruit an 
ally: congratulations.

Step 6: Follow-up
If the person or group made a commitment to do something, be sure to remind them of that 
commitment a few days later. You could make a phone call or send a thank you card.  If you 
promised to do something, make sure to do it right away. Public relationships are built on 
accountability. It is important to hold yourself and your new ally accountable for following through 
with commitments. Sometimes a friendly reminder is all it takes.
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Recruiting Allies

No Permanent Friends, No Permanent Enemies
In organizing, allies come and go. Some will support a home owner association long-term and 
others will stick around for just one issue-campaign. This is because allies are people who share an 
interest with the home owner association. Anyone can be an ally if they 1) will benefit in some way 
if the home owner association accomplishes its goal and 2) are willing to do something.

It is important that an association be strategic in the way it uses its allies. Don’t just recruit allies for 
the sake of allies. Knowing the type of support you need, will help you prioritize who to talk to and 
what you want from them.
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Keys to Successful Negotiations

The ability to negotiate is crucial for a home owner association to be effective. There may be certain 
issues where an association can win without ever directly engaging their opponent. This is not 
always the case though. Often your association will have to sit across the table from a target and 
use your power to negotiate a just outcome. 

Negotiations will vary greatly based on the issue, personalities involved, history, how powerful 
you are and how powerful your opponent is. Nonetheless there are some common ideas that are 
universal to negotiation, regardless of the circumstances.

TIPS FOR SuCCESSFuL NEGOTIATIONS
Before The Meeting: 
Know Your Demand
It’s not enough to know that there is a problem. Your association must turn the problem into an issue 
(solution!). This solution should come in the form of a specific demand. The demand should be 
reasonable, clear, and within the other side’s power to achieve. You should have a specific timeline 
involved, and measurable means of monitoring their progress towards satisfying the demand. 

Know What You are Willing to Settle For
Negotiations often entail give and take. In the best of all worlds, the other side will accept your 
demand unconditionally. It is likely that they will try to get concessions or that they will only accept 
part of the demand. For this reason it is important to know what your bottom line is. What are you 
willing to settle for?

Know When to Walk
It is possible that conditions in the negotiation will reach a point where continuing the meeting will 
do more harm than good. Know where to draw the line, and make sure that everyone in the group 
is comfortable with walking out under a pre-determined set of conditions. 

Know Their Arguments Ahead of Time
Plan ahead for arguments that the other side may make to counter your demand. Put yourself in 
their shoes and think of what concerns they may raise. This may lead you to do research that will 
strengthen your argument.

Know Their Self-Interest
If someone is willing to negotiate, they may fear they have something to lose. Think of what they 
have to gain. There is almost always a benefit to the other side for agreeing to your demands 
(financial, social, moral, political, etc.). People are generally unlikely to sacrifice something without 
getting anything in return. Think about what’s in it for them. 

Understand Your Power
If you haven’t done a community power analysis on your issue, do it now! You have power as 
an organized association, but it’s important to know where it comes from and how to use it in the 
negotiation.

Determine Their Consequences
Once you understand your power, you can have a plan for what to do if an agreement can’t 
be reached. This way you have the power to escalate your tactics if they refuse to consider your 
demands. Be ready to threaten these consequences if negotiations sour. Some examples include 
contacting the media, holding a rally, and contacting someone with power over them. Sometimes 
the threat of an action can be more powerful in the eyes of a target than the action itself.
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Keys to Successful Negotiations

Know Who You Want at the Meeting
This works for both sides. Think of allies that could strengthen your argument or demonstrate your 
power if they are at the meeting. Also think of who specifically is invited to represent the other side 
and who isn’t. 

Set the Agenda
To maintain control over the meeting, come up with an agenda ahead of time. The agenda can 
have strict amounts of time listed to discuss specific topic. If you are unable to reach an agreement 
in the time allotted then you have the power to end the meeting. If the other side attempts to 
sidetrack the discussion in the meeting, refer them back to the agenda.

Possible Negotiating Roles
You should decide how to divide up roles. There are various roles that people on your side can play. 

Good Cop: someone with a pleasant demeanor who is honed in on the other side’s self-interest. 
When things get heated, they can constructively bring the opponent back into the conversation 
constructively.

Bad Cop: someone who is gutsy and willing to take risks. They can present the potential 
consequences if the other side refuses the demand

Agenda monitor/Time keeper: keeps things on track and makes sure that all the demands are 
addressed. 

Story teller/ Expert: someone with personal testimony or expertise who strengthens your position. 
They put a human face on the issue.

During The Meeting: 
State Your Demand.
This may seem obvious, but a lot of groups will talk among themselves about the issues they want 
to see resolved, but are too timid to make any demands once the other side is sitting across from 
them. Once you state your demand at a meeting, it may be necessary to restate it multiple times 
throughout the meeting. If the other side tries to change the subject when you state your demand, it 
generally means that it makes them uncomfortable. Always state and restate your demand. Make 
sure they give a yes or no answer. 

Silence is Golden.
Allow there to be periods of awkward silence during the negotiation. The social skills we have 
developed in our personal lives tell us to jump in and fill awkward silences. In negotiations however, 
awkward silences tend to happen at times in which the conversation has reached a breaking point 
or an impasse. Studies show that when there is an awkward silence in a negotiation, the side that 
speaks first almost always loses.

You Must Look Unified 
It is crucial that the association has a clear position and that there is consensus among your 
representatives in the negotiation. Never disagree in front of each other, or the other side may try to 
exploit your differences to strengthen their own position. In the event that something comes up in the 
negotiation that is unexpected or if you are uncomfortable with what is being said, call for a caucus 
to work it out as a group away from the person you are negotiating with.
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Keys to Successful Negotiations

Stick to the Most Important Points
At all costs avoid side tracking the discussion by raising issues or questions not relevant to your 
demand. This is a tactic your opponent may use to avoid responding to your specific demand. 
Don’t do their work for them by bringing up things that steer questions away from the discussion. 
Remember that you are at the table to represent the concerns of the home owner association, not 
your own individual problems. This can be challenging, especially if you are meeting with someone 
who you may not have an opportunity to meet with again and who has a great deal of power to 
change an individual problem such as park-lords. 

It’s About Power not Personality
It is important to avoid overly personalizing the conversation. Remember that negotiation is part of 
your role in public life. Your job is to win real victories for your community, not to make friends. It 
is just as likely that your opponent will try to “hug you to death” as they are to come in yelling and 
screaming at you. Your tone should always be respectful, but don’t feel like you can’t be firm and 
demanding just because someone is being “nice” to you. Also, just because someone is yelling and 
screaming at you doesn’t mean you have to yell and scream back. Negotiations are a power play, 
not a social outing.

Don’t be a Victim 
Most of your opponents are probably not accustomed to negotiating with organized groups of 
homeowners. They will likely look at you through a lens of park prejudice. For many people, their 
image of park home owners is that of a victim based on what they see in the media.  You are a 
leader, not a victim. You are not there to beg. You are there to bargain.

Get Clear Commitments: Yes or No!
If your demand is clear, reasonable and within the person’s ability, it is fair to push them to make a 
commitment. Don’t let them get away with, “I’ll think about it’ or, “I’ll do what I can.” If the other side 
needs more information, be specific as to the process of getting back together to negotiate. If they 
say they need to talk with someone else, find out who and what exactly they need to find out. Any 
commitment made should be demonstrable. In some cases you may even request for them in writing. 
If they say “it’s not our responsibility,” ask them to accompany you to a meeting with the person who 
they feel does have the responsibility. 

Responding to the Other Side’s Tactics

Tactics the Other Side May use Your Response

Over personalizing Stay professional

Divide and conquer Be unified

Non-committal Force commitment

Threats Assert your rights

Compromise Know your bottom line

Refusal to cooperate Escalate tactics

Changing the subject Stay on agenda
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Keys to Successful Negotiations

After The Meeting:
Evaluate
Immediately after the negotiations end, get everyone on your side to evaluate the negotiation. What 
went well? What didn’t go well? What could you have done better? What are the next steps?

Make the Results Public
If you win, celebrate! If the outcome is mixed, telling others what happened could spark interest, 
which may get new people involved or make them aware of next steps. If you lose, shame the other 
side into returning to the negotiating table. This may be the time to consider new tactics, such as 
legal action, protest, or a media campaign.

Follow Through on Your Commitments
If there are commitments you made during the negotiation, it is critical that you follow through on 
them in good faith. You can’t expect anything from them otherwise. If they said no, and you threaten 
consequences, you have to deliver on them. Otherwise they will not take you seriously when issues 
come up in the future.

Identify New Issues and Continue Dialog
Once an issue is resolved, there are always more that can be addressed. It is important to continue 
the dialog in order to see sustained progress. Sometimes a positive relationship can be achieved 
with the other side.

Negotiation Worksheet
Pre-Negotiation Questions

1. What is our demand?
2. What are we willing to settle for?
3. Under what conditions do we walk out of the negotiation?
4. What arguments might the other side use against us?
5. What is our target’s self-interest in this issue?
6. How could our desired outcome benefit them?
7. Where does our power come from?
8. How can we use our power in the negotiations?
9. What will the consequences be for the other side if they fail to agree to our demands?
10. Who should be at the meeting?
11. What needs to be on the agenda?
12. How are we going to divide up roles?

Evaluation Questions?
1. What went well?

2. What didn’t go well?

3. What could we have done better?

4. What are our next steps?

5. How do we share the results with our base?
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How to Craft a Powerful Message

The best ideas in the world are meaningless if they aren’t connected to a powerful message. It 
is with a powerful message that ideas can become actions. Here is how to construct a powerful 
message.

Keep it Simple
Decision makers hear from many people every year about a wide variety of issues. You want to 
make sure that you keep your message simple, so that it’s easy for people to remember. 

Appeal to values
People are unlikely to act on something that is not consistent with their values. If you want to get 
someone committed to the issue that you are fighting for, you have to appeal to their core values.

Know your audience
Many of the values you appeal to (justice, fairness, security, etc.) are universal. Depending on your 
audience, you may want to frame the issue in a slightly different way. For example, the way you talk 
with a park home owner about an issue may be different from the way you talk to a legislator about 
the issue. The points you might bring out to a very conservative legislator should be different from 
the ones you would bring up to a very liberal one. 

Speak from a position of power, not as a victim
Manufactured homeowners deserve respect, not pity. You are a leader of a strong organization 
that is part of a powerful national movement! You are not begging. Your power comes from being 
a voter who elected the decision makers. Your lot rent is what keeps the park-lords in business. They 
work for you! You aren’t the only one supporting these issues. You have friends, neighbors, and 
organized groups of people who support this work. You also have strong allies. 

State the problem and the solution  
In order to make the case that the change you are proposing is worth the effort, you need to make 
the case that there is a problem. You can use your own story to personalize the problem, but you 
also need to talk about what that means on a broader scale. You also have to present a solution, 
and say specifically how the solution addresses the problem.

Be concise 
It is very important to be concise. The longer you spend talking about something, the more muddled 
the issue becomes and you drift away from the message. 
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Doing a Press Release

Sending out a press release is the most common way of attracting media coverage. A press release 
is essentially a one-page synopsis of your story, told the way you see it. 

There are several things that need to be in a press release in order to attract attention. The most 
important thing, is to answer the basic questions “who, what, when, where” and of course “why?”

Make sure your details are accurate. Double-check the release for grammar and spelling errors. It 
should be well written and have all of the necessary information. Sometimes smaller media outlets 
like local papers will use your press release as the actual article so make sure you get it right!

Elements of a press release
 � Media contact: the overall press coordinator from your group (typically the one who is 

sent out the release). Be sure to include a phone number.

 � Headline: This should grab a reporter’s attention. This is usually the first thing a reporter 
looks for.

 � The Body: This where you tell your story.

 � Interview contacts: The names, titles and contact information for the people you want 
interviewed. Make sure they are prepared!

Make it interesting
Be sure to think like a reporter when writing the press release. What sparks their interest? What 
about this story will readers find interesting? What message are you trying to get across? How does 
the story relate to a broader question in society? 

Typically a press release is used to attract coverage for a specific event. Organizations hold events such 
as rallies, protests, celebrations, and press conferences constantly. You need to make sure that your 
event sticks out above the rest. What makes your event different from every other event that is happening 
around town on a given day? Don’t assume that simply by declaring a press conference you will get any 
press to come to your event. You have to have a good press release and a thorough follow up.

Timing is critical 
Timing is everything, if you want your press release to be effective. Various newsrooms have 
different processes for assigning stories to reporters, but this usually takes time. You need to be sure 
to allow the reporter enough time to contact people about the story and to write the story. Most 
reporters work on tight deadlines!

Send the release to the right person
This may seem obvious, but newsrooms are busy places with lots of activity. It is easy for your press 
release to end up on the wrong desk and get lost in the madness. Before sending the release, do a 
little research on the news organization you are sending it to. What reporters cover your area? Who 
has covered similar issues in the past? Who is the editor? A lot of this information can be found on-line. 
Doing research on the front-end can save you the headache of having to resend it to someone else. 
Even worse your story could be ignored because the appropriate person never got the release.  

Follow up  
Once you have sent the press release, put in a call to the news organization to confirm that they 
have received it. This is an opportunity to make your pitch to them about why the story is important. 
It is fair to ask if they anticipate covering the story. If people are on the fence, generating a half 
dozen phone calls from park home owners to the tip line or newsroom could sway them. Just make 
sure to be respectful; you don’t want them to get angry with you and write a bad story! 
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Tips for Meeting with Legislators 

The idea of meeting with state legislators is intimidating to some people. That’s probably because 
they look at legislators as “big shots,” people who are too important to listen to them. The truth is 
legislators are people just like everyone else. They love to be loved, and hate to be hated. Here are 
some basic tips for having effective meetings with your state representatives.

You are the Expert!
Remember that you are there to talk about your experience as a manufactured home park home 
owner and how these issues affect your life. No one knows more about this than you. 

Have a Clear and unified Message
Don’t just make up what you are going to say on the spot, spend a little time preparing your 
message. If you are going in with a group of people, take some time to compare notes and make 
sure you aren’t saying anything contradictory or redundant. 

Respect the Legislator’s Time
Stick to the main points of the bill and why you want it passed. Legislators have very busy schedules. 
They will likely have only 15 to 20 minutes to talk with you. You can’t afford to get off message, or 
waste time getting t hung up on irrelevant personal issues. Be detailed but concise.

Listen to What the Legislator Says
The legislator should give their opinion on the bill you are proposing. If they don’t, ask them! Listen 
carefully to what they say. Do not interrupt them.  If they support the bill, it is important to know why 
(it may be for different reasons than yours). If they do not support the bill, find out why. Once you 
know their reason for opposing the bill, you can always look at ways to refute these arguments and 
come back. 

Tell the Truth
This probably seems obvious, but often times legislators may have questions about the bills that 
you don’t have the answers to. Rather than making up an answer, it’s okay to say, “You know, I’m 
not sure, let me get back to you.” That’s much better than making something up and then losing 
credibility if it turns out you were wrong.

AFTER THE MEETING

Evaluate
This won’t be your last meeting with a legislator, so it is important to evaluate the meeting. What 
went well? What didn’t go well? What are the next steps?

Follow through on your commitments
If you tell a legislator that you will get back to them with more information, make sure you do 
it. Follow-up not only boosts your credibility in the eyes of a legislator, it also further develops the 
relationship. 

Stay in communication
People who are effective in developing relationships with legislators don’t just meet with them 
once a year, they find multiple ways of staying in contact. For example, after the meeting consider 
sending a thank-you note for taking the time to meet with you. Before major votes on the bill, call 
them to say that you are counting on their support.
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State Home Owner Associations

Alaska (Est. 2003)

Alaska Manufactured Home Resident 
Advisory Council—Pres: MacKenna Johns
6160 Old Seward Hwy, Suite 215 
Anchorage, AK  99518 

Arizona (Est. 1988)

Ariz. Assn Manufactured Home & RV Owners 
(AAMHO)—Pres: Ron Feinstein
2334 South McClintock Drive  
Tempe, AZ  85282 
Phone: 480-966-9566 or 800-221-6955 
Fax: 480-966-4607 
www.aamho.org • info@aamho.org

California   
(Est. 1962/1993/1997/1997/2007)

*Golden State Manufactured-Home Owners 
League (GSMOL)—Pres: Tim Sheahan
11021 Magnolia Avenue 
Garden Grove, CA  92841 
Phone: 714-826-4071 or 800-888-1727 
Fax: 714-826-2401 
www.gsmol.org • gsmol@earthlink.net 

League of California Homeowners— 
Pres: Ken Willis
99 “C” Street, Suite 209 • Upland, CA 91786 
Phone: 800-692-4663 
Fax: 909-931-1034 
www.homeowners.org 
chome@homeowners.org 

*California Mobilehome Resource & Action 
Association (CMRAA)—Pres: Dave Hennessy
3381 Stevens Creek Boulevard, Suite 210 
San Jose, CA 95117 
Phone: 408-244-8134 
Fax: 408-246-2992 
www.pages.prodigy.net/maryannstein/cmraa/
legislation.html • CMRAA@aol.com 

Manufactured Home Owners Network— 
Pres: John Sisker
80 Huntington Street, Number 266 
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 
Phone: 714-536-3850 or 800-724-6644 
Fax: 714-536-3850 
www.mfghomeowners.net 
dsisker@sprynet.com  

*Coalition of Mobilehome Owners—California 
(CoMOCal)—Pres: Frank Wodley
P.O. Box 4821 • Chatsworth, CA 91313 
Phone: 818-886-6479 
www.comocal.org • comical@yahoo.com 

Colorado (Est. 1998/2008)

Colorado Coalition for Mobile/Manufactured 
Home Resident Rights (CCMHRR)— 
Pres: Michele Newman
1425 Xenia Street, Apt. 108 
Denver, CO  80220 
www.mobilehomerights.com 

*Colorado Manufactured Home Owners 
Association (CMHOA)— 
Treas: Jeffrey Buechler
3003 Valmont Road, Lot 98 
Boulder, CO  80301 
Phone: 720-565-6939 
www.saveorchardgrove.com 
saveorchardgrove@gmail.com

Connecticut (Est. ?)

Connecticut Manufactured Home Owners 
Alliance (CMHA)—Pres: Debbie Wolf
86 Colchester Commons 
Colchester, CT  06415-2139 
debbienwolf@yahoo.com 

Delaware (Est. 1983)

Delaware Manufactured Home Owners 
Association (DMHOA)—Pres: Ed Speraw
16401 Coastal Highway 
Lewes, DE  19958 
Phone: 302-945-2122 or 800-511-1517 
Fax: 302-945-2241 
www.dmhoa.org • esperaw@aol.com

Florida (Est. 1962)

*Federation of Manufactured Home Owners of 
Florida (FMO)—Pres: Charlie Gallagher
P.O. Box 5350 • Largo, FL  33779-5350 
Phone: 727-530-7539 
Fax: 727-535-9427 
www.fmo.org • pres@fmo.org 

Idaho (Est. 2008)

Idaho Manufactured/Mobile Home Owners 
Association (IMMHOA)—  
Interim Pres: Jerry Thompson
1049 North Fawn Lane • Boise, ID 83704 
Phone: 208-362-8043 • immhoa@gmail.com 
www.groups.yahoo.com/group/IMMHOA/

Illinois (Est. 1979)

*Mobile Home Owners’ Associations of Illinois 
(MHOAI)—Pres: Terry Nelson
1330 East Rand Road, #135 
Des Plaines, IL  60016 
Phone: 847-296-5762 
Fax: 847-813-7917 
www.mhoai.org • mhoai1@aol.com 

Iowa (Est. 1999)

Mobile Home Residents’ Association— 
Pres: Jamie Schlueter
28 Navajo Trail • Iowa City, IA  52240 

Maine (Est. ?)

Mobile Home Association of Maine
665 Saco Street, #7 • Westbrook, ME 04092

Massachusetts (Est. ?)

*Massachusetts Federation of  
Mobile Home Owners
278 Newbury Street, #36 
Peabody, MA  01960

Michigan (Est. 1982/1989)

Manufactured Homeowners Coalition of 
Michigan (MOCOM)—Pres: Clarence Cook
P.O. Box 180101 • Utica, MI  48318 
Phone: 586-463-0279 or 586-247-6380 
www.mocomofmi.com • royrg1@juno.com

*Manufactured Homeowners Legislative 
Association of Michigan (MOLA)— 
Pres: Walter Elliot
6988 McKean Road, #252 
Ypsilanti, MI  48197 
Phone: 734-483-9749 
www.molaofmi.org • carkathelliott@aol.com

Minnesota (Est. 1980)

*All Parks Alliance for Change (APAC)— 
Pres: Bev Adrian
970 Raymond Avenue, Suite 105 
St. Paul, MN 55114 
Phone: 651-644-5525 or 866-361-2722 
Fax: 651-523-0173 
www.allparksallianceforchange.org 
info@allparksallianceforchange.org

Nevada (Est. 1974/2002)

Nevada Association of Manufactured 
Homeowners—Pres: Vernon Perry
1928 Western Avenue, Suite 4 
Las Vegas, NV  89102-4812 
www.namh-online.com 

Alliance of Manufactured Home Owners in 
Parks—Pres: Marilyn Mertz
2020 Valley Way • Reno, NV  89512

New Hampshire (Est. 1972)

*Manufactured Home Owners & Tenants 
Association of New Hampshire (MOTA-NH)—
Pres: Lois Parris
P.O. Box 998 • Concord, NH  03302-0998 
Phone: 603-224-0408 
www.mota-nh.org • president@mota-nh.org

New Jersey (Est. 1974)

Manufactured Home Owners Association of 
New Jersy, Inc. (MHOA)— 
Pres: Donald Baker
P.O. Box 482 • Toms River, NJ  08753 
Phone: 732-370-4710 
MHOANJDIRECTOR@yahoo.com

New York (Est. 1992)

Park Resident Homeowners Association 
(PRHO)—Pres: George Miles
P.O. Box 68 • Ontario, NY  14519-0068 
Phone: 315-524-6703 or 800-727-4498 
Fax:  315-524-7621 
www.prho.com • info@prho.com 

North Carolina (Est. 1994)

North Carolina Manufactured Home Owners 
Association—Pres: Edward Platz
157 Greystone Drive 
Hendersonville, NC  28792

Ohio (Est. 2005)

Association of Manufactured Home Residents 
in Ohio (AMHRO)—Pres: Bill Geniella
24 Birch Run Drive 
Delaware, OH  43558 
Phone: 614-207-2800 
www.amhro.org • bgeniell@columbus.rr.com

Oregon (Est. 1980/2007)

Manufactured Home Owners of Oregon, Inc./
OSTA—Pres: Fred Schwoch
3000 Market Street NE, Suite 426 
Salem, OR  97301 
www.mhoo-osta.com • mfgood@charter.net 

*Oregon Manufactured Homeowners United—
Exec Director: Peter Ferris
P. O. Box 263 • Waldport, OR  97394 
Phone: 541-272-1648 
www.mhclosure.com • bumpy73@yahoo.com

Pennsylvania (Est. 1988)

Pennsylvania Manufactured Home Owners of 
America—Pres: Deborah Chapman
49 Log Cabin Court • East Earl, PA  17519 

Rhode Island (Est.1985)

*Federation of Rhode Island Mobile Home 
Owners—Pres: Dorothy (Dot) Sliney
45 Maplewood Drive • Mapleville, RI  02839 
Phone: 401-568-0965 
FMHORI@aol.com 

South Carolina (Est. 1999)

Manufactured Home Owners of South 
Carolina—Pres: Susan Lyall
1818 Hwy 17 N • Surfside Beach, SC 29575

Texas (Est. 1993)

*Recreational Vehicle/Mobile Home Owners 
Association of Texas (RVMHOAT)— 
Pres: Bob Bosse
P.O. Box 37 • La Feria, TX  78559-0037 
Phone/Fax: 956-831-8502 
www.rvmhoav.org • RVMHOATInc@aol.com

Utah (Est. 1999)

*Utah Manufactured Homeowners Action 
Group (UMHAG)—Pres: Steve Anderson
3429 South Eastcrest Road 
West Valley City, UT  84120 
Phone: 801-965-9522 
www.umhag.com • dons5916@hotmail.com

Vermont (Est. 1989)

Vermont Mobile Home Owners Association—
Pres: Dorothy Hayes
P.O. Box 443 • Quechee, VT  05059 
www.vmhoa.com • president@vmhoa.com 

Washington (Est. 1971/?/2006)

*Mobile Home Owners of America, Inc. 
(MHOA)—Pres: Bob Burton
3421 Kitsap Way, Suite “H” 
Bremerton, WA  98312 
Phone: 360-373-2436 
www.mhoa.net • mhoa2002@donobi.net 

*Association of Manufactured Home Owners— 
Pres: Joanne Parkening
17408 44th Avenue West, Unit 40 
Lynnwood, WA  98037 
Phone: 425-741-0016 
Fax: 425-954-1162 
www.wamho.org • frank@cheeney.com

Wisconsin (Est. 1998)

*Wisconsin Manufactured Home Owners 
Association, Inc. (WIMHOA)— 
Pres: Kristen Zehner
P.O. Box 254 • Marshall, WI  53559-9207 
Phone: 608-655-4573 
webpages.charter.net/wimhoa/ 
wimhoa@charter.net 

[* = MHOAA Member]

Last Updated:  9/30/08
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MHOAA Membership

Organize for Power with MHOAA!
Families living in manufactured homes in the United States are 10 million strong, yet consistently struggle 
against a host of injustices and are often treated as second-class citizens. Join other homeowners to create 
real solutions to:

 � Parks closing when developers or cities prioritize condos, big box developments, or road projects 
ahead of your homes.

 � Community owners acting like slumlords and making no repairs or improvements to your 
communities.

 � The loss of affordability due to unreasonable rent increases, poor financing options, and predatory 
lending practices.

 � Stereotypes or ignorance of what is manufactured housing is, what it offers, and the families who 
call it home; also know as “park prejudice.”

 � Federal, state, and local government not prioritizing manufactured housing as a real affordable 
housing option.

 � Homeowner associations operating with little or no dedicated resources or staff. And resources 
devoted to improving manufactured home communities not going directly to homeowner 
associations.

 � Racial discrimination in manufactured home communities, including denied tenancy, higher rents, 
fewer amenities, and harassment.

More than half the states have statewide home ownership associations, but communication between them 
is limited. Why keep reinventing the wheel when we can learn from each other’s experiences? Imagine 
speaking with the strength of 10 million voices and solutions! We can make an enormous impact, but 
MHOAA is only as strong as its members are active. 

Get Involved
Become an Individual/Household Member 
MHOAA is a membership organization of manufactured home owners. Individual members receive the 
MHOAA newsletter and alerts about new and developing issues.

Become a State Home Owner Association Member 
MHOAA is also a membership association of state home owner groups. State association members not only 
receive the MHOAA newsletter and alerts about new issues, but are also entitled to vote on MHOAA’s goals, 
participate in our activities, elects our officers, and serve on our board.

Attend the National Convention 
Home owners can receive up-to-date information on issues that affect them as well as trainings to improve 
the skills of their leaders and the effectiveness of their association. The convention also provides a forum for 
homeowners to share their concerns, make collective decisions, and act together.

Become an Active Leader 
Become involved in MHOAA’s programs, help to promote the organization, and become involved in efforts to 
address home owner issues and concerns.

Contribute

Support MHOAA through an extra contribution with your membership dues.
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MHOAA Membership Application

Application for Membership

 New Membership  Renewal

Company or Organization  

Name   (Mr./Ms.)

Address  

Mailing Address (if different from above)  

City / Town   State   Zip  

Telephone   Cell Phone  

E-mail Address  

Web site http:// 

Dues: 
 $150 for State Membership  $15.00 for Individual / Family Membership

Amount Enclosed $ 

Please make Checks or Money Order payable to MHOAA and send to: 
MHOAA • 2501 Lowry Avenue NE, Lot I-27 • St. Anthony Village, MN 55418 

Application for Membership Accept and Approved / Date   Initials  


